
INTERIOR:

“GLAMOUR WITH 

CASSINA SIGNATURE”

ON THE MOVE:

“BMW 6 

CONVERTIBLE”

DESIGN HOTELS:

“HOTEL 

KEMPINSKI”
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B-LINE



BE
ORIGINAL
With the spring approaching, there is also the 

desire to refresh the interior, as well as to decorate 

the garden and terrace, where we will definitely 

spend more time. You will be surprised by new 

ideas for growing flowers and decorating your 

garden, as illustrated pots with faces of your family 

or pots that at one point you can use as a chair, 

and then as a vase. With them, in a humorous way, 

you can decorate your interior and exterior space...
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GOOD STUDIO

The Facepot by Good Studio, based in the Republic of 

Kazakhstan, is a collection of different sized planters with 

an intriguing idea attached. The graphic techniques used 

in advertising campaigns can be applied to decorative ob-

jects. This is a collection of variously sized pots that use 

photographs and images as their source of adornment. 

When used with a portrait, the plants act as uncontrollable 

tufts of hair creating a fun and funny final result. This original 

idea for planters is a beautiful and personalized way of dis-

playing family photos in a completely new and “green” way.

Both live plants and artificial ones can be used to create 

the decorative planters. The plant is secured in a normal 

pot, and then it is inserted in a basic, white pot which is 



adorned with the familiar face of your choosing, printed on 

paper. The final layer is a protective, transparent plastic pot 

that will keep the design safe from external factors. Have 

fun with these creative planters and don’t forget to proudly 

display them for your guests to see as soon as they walk 

through the door.

“We continue the experiments in the synthesis of images and 

objects. We do not claim to the novelty of an idea. There are 

advertising campaigns based on the effect of combining plant 

and a human face, but we wanted to implement this tech-

nique in the form of a specific object. The fact, which we have 

enjoyed, that the flower pot and a person’s face have a similar 

shape, which contributes to their visual association. The form 

of plants crown can cover the top edge of the pot and the 

effect becomes complete and pretty funny.”

GOOD Studio

 

B-LINE

B-Line is a youthful trademark, with very clear ideas. It is a 

colourful and innovative company, which does not have to 

make a statement, just like its products. Designer Kristian 

Aus, from Australia, has designed Splash for B-Line, a mul-

tipurpose item, whose design is inspired by the raindrops 

touching the ground.

This planter or chair has soft form, halfway between or-

ganic matter and vintage Eighties videogames. Made of 

GOOD STUDIO
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polyethylene with rotomoulding technique, this is a very 

comfortable chair, and when used upside down, it will 

turn into a multipurpose object and become a vase, a pot 

or large capacity container, in which you can store many 

things. This design will remind you of your childhood, not 

only because of the colour, but also with the appearance 

of the crown of a king from the children’s story... It will fit 

the ambience of your living room or in your yard, and when 

not in use, you simply can slide it into the corner, as an 

element of decor. White, sand, red, lilac, sky blue, pastel 

green and light blue colours are available, while the height 

is 42cm and diameter 47cm.

Be original and come out of the box. Put the photos on 

the pots. It could be fun, if the idea is realized for the whole 

family, because everyone can take care of their hair. Chair 

can be used as a pot or a pot as a chair, whatever. It is 

important to animate the space and you and other family 

members. Have fun!

Ana NEŠIĆ  

B-LINE


